CAUTION READ BEFORE INSTALLATION

- Retain these instructions for future reference. This product must be installed by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved, in accordance with applicable NEC code.
- Switch off main power before beginning installation.
- Install per national installation and accident prevention regulations.
- Clearance between sides of luminaire and parts of building to be 1/2 inch minimum; clearance to insulating materials to be 3 inch minimum, unless luminaire is IC rated.
- Fixtures must be installed in applications where the ambient temperature does not exceed 40°C during normal operation.
- DO NOT connect or disconnect LED board wire connector when the fixture is energized. This may result in permanent damage to the LED array.
- Warranty claims will not be accepted if incorrect driver or light engine is used.

SERVICE REMOVAL - DOWNLIGHT (ROUND & SQUARE)

1. Remove the lens assembly from the fixture
2. Remove the reflector from the fixture
3. Remove the service hatch from the fixture.
4. Reach up through the service opening and locate the tips of the two mounting springs.
5. Apply pressure to the spring tips and push them towards the fixture body allowing the fixture to start to come through the opening.

Working from below also, apply downward pressure on the fixture flange to finalize removal.

Round

Square

4X LED Light Engine retaining screws. Loosen screws and rotate light engine to remove
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CAUTION READ BEFORE INSTALLATION

- Retain these instructions for future reference. This product must be installed by a person familiar with the construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved, in accordance with applicable NEC code.
- Switch off main power before beginning installation.
- Install per national installation and accident prevention regulations.
- Clearance between sides of luminaire and parts of building to be 1/2 inch minimum; clearance to insulating materials to be 3 inch minimum, unless luminaire is IC rated.
- Fixtures must be installed in applications where the ambient temperature does not exceed 40°C during normal operation.
- DO NOT connect or disconnect LED board wire connector when the fixture is energized. This may result in permanent damage to the LED array.
- Warranty claims will not be accepted if incorrect driver or light engine is used.

SERVICE REMOVAL - WALL WASH (ROUND & SQUARE)

1. Remove the trim assembly from the fixture
2. Remove the reflector from the fixture
3. Remove the service hatch from the fixture.
4. Reach up through the service opening and locate the tips of the two mounting springs.
5. Apply pressure to the spring tips and push them towards the fixture body allowing the fixture to start to come through the opening.
   Working from below also, apply downward

Round

Square

LED Light Engine
Service Hatch (to remove): Loosen retention screws. Tilt inwards using tab and unhook from screws.

Reflector (to remove): Rotate approx 5 degrees counter clockwise.

Trim Assembly (to remove): Raise the hinged lens upward enough to insert fingers to pull the edge of the trim downward.

4X LED Light Engine retaining screws. Loosen screws and rotate light engine to remove
SERVICE REMOVAL - ADJUSTABLE (ROUND & SQUARE)

1. Remove the trim assembly from the fixture
2. Remove the reflector from the fixture
3. Remove the service hatch from the fixture.
4. Reach up through the service opening and locate the tips of the two mounting springs.
5. Apply pressure to the spring tips and push them towards the fixture body allowing the fixture to start to come through the opening.

Working from below also, apply downward pressure on the fixture flange to finalize removal.

---

**Round**

- **LED Light Engine retaining screws.** Loosen screws and rotate light engine to remove

---

**Square**

- **Accessory Holder/ Snoot (to remove):** Reach through the aperture. Compress the springs as shown and remove snoot from trim.

---

**Trim Assembly (to remove):**

- Raise the hinged lens upward enough to insert fingers to pull the edge of the trim downward.

---

- **Accessory Holder/ Snoot (to remove):** Reach through the aperture. Compress the springs as shown and remove snoot from trim.

---

- **Reflector (to remove):**

  - Rotate approx 5 degrees counter clockwise.

---

**Mounting Springs**

---

- **Reflector (to remove):**

  - Rotate approx 5 degrees counter clockwise.